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Modelling and Evaluating
Against the Violent Insider

D.S. Fortney,R.A.AI-Ayat,and R.A. Saleh
LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory*

Livermore,CA 94550

any insider that performs more than an
ABSTRACT informationalrole.

The violent insider threat po.".es a special Passive !
challenge to facilities protecting special nuclear /
material from theft or diversion. These insiders
could potentially behave as nonviolent insiders to
deceitfully defeat certain safeguards elements and Insider
use violence to forcefully defeat hardware or ,b,dversary N,0nv!°lent _ II
personnel. While several vulnerability assessment _, I

• tools are available to deal with the nonviolent
insider, very limited effort has been directed to

AgainstS/G IIIdevelopinganalysistoolsfor the violentthreat. In
• this paper, we present an approach using the _Components

resultsof a vulnerabilityassessmentfor nonviolent
insiders to evaluate certain violent insider
scenarios. Since existing tools do not explicitly _ IV
considerviolentinsiders,the approachis intended Personnel
for experiencedsafeguardsanalystsand relies on
the analystto brainstormpossibleviolentactions,to
assign detection probabilities, and to ensure Figure 1. Characterizationof the insiderthreat.
consistency. We then discuss our efforts in
developing an automated tool for assessingthe An active nonviolent insider is one who uses
vulnerabilityagainst thoseviolentinsiderswho are stealth and deceit to defeat safeguards
willing to use force against barriers,but who are components,but is unwillingto use more thanvery
unwillingto killor be killed. Specifically,we discuss limited force. He or she aborts the theft attempt
our efforts in developing databases for violent upon detection. The Insider module of ASSESS
insiders penetrating barriers, algorithms for addressesthiscategoryof insider. An activeviolent
consideringthe entry of contraband,and modelling insider can be broken down into two categories:
issuesin consideringthe use ofviolence, willingto use forceagainstsafeguardscomponents

only and willingto use force or violence against
INTRODUCTION personnel. Those that are willing to use force

against safeguards components may defeat
The violent insider threat poses a special barriers,butare unwillingto killor be killed. These

challenge to facilities protecting special nuclear insidersabort the theft attemptwhen stoppedby a
material from theft or diversion. These insiders singlesecurity inspector. The insiderwillingto use
could potentiallybehave as nonviolentinsidersto violence against fellow personnel in addition to
deceitfully defeat certain safeguards elements usingforceagainstbarriersmustbe interruptedby a
and/or use violenceto forcefullydefeat hardwareor force sufficient to ensure neutralization before
personnel. While several vulnerability assessment he/she will abort the theft attempt.
(VA) tools are available to deal with the nonviolent
insider, very limited effort has been directed to There are no automated tools for evaluating
developing analysis tools for the violent threat, safeguards effectiveness against these violent

insiders. In this paper, we will present a
In an earlier paper, we characterized the insider computational approach that builds on the results of

threat in a manner that lends itself to modelling the a nonviolent insider analysis to evaluate
effectiveness of safeguards systems. Figure 1 is a effectiveness against violent insiders. We will then
par,_',=icharacterization of the insider threat. A discuss our current efforts in developing an
passive insiderprovidesinformationto _;colluding automated tool against violent insiders willingto
adversary or an outside group, but does not use force againstbarriers, but who are unwillingto
participate in a theft attempt in any other way. kill or be killed.
Existingvulnerabilitytoolssuch as the Insiderand
Outsider modules of ASSESS [1, 2] assume the

adversary has full knowledge of facility safeguards _-, ,_ .. _ _i{i
and operations, and hence the assistance of a ]_ _._ " _,_
passive insider is presumed. An active insider is _j/='_r_. i _:

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under
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COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH 2. Examine nonviolent theft scenarios to
determine the layers which are providingthe

This computational approach evaluates the mostdetection.
effectivenessof a safeguardssystemagainsttheftof
specialnuclearmaterial(SNM)by a violentinsider. 3. For each such layer, explore how violence
The approach assumes that an insider adversary could be used. Consider the use of overt and
will only consider the use of violence if it would covert violence.
r3sult in a lower probability of detection than the
nonviolent alternative. Accordingly, the 4. Evaluate detection probabilities for the violent
computational approach builds upon the results of defeat methods.
an evaluation against the nonviolent insider to
analyze the benefits to the adversaryfrom the use of 5. Adjust subsequent layers for expeditious exit.
violence.

6. Adjust entry path to account for smuggling in or
Many tools exist for modelling nonviolent acquiring any needed contraband.

insiders [1, 3, 4, 5]. These tools ali assume an
insider must complete several stages of theft: In applying the approach, it is important to
entering the target area, acquiring the target ensure that the intermediate results are
material, and exiting to offsite. These stages are comprehensive, consistent, and sensible. Below .
represented by the insider crossing from one facility we discuss each of the steps.
area to the next, each time passing through a layer
of protection. Figure2 depicts a hypotheticalfacility. The first step is to regroup the insidercategories "
To complete the theft, the insider would have to that were used to analyze the nonviolent case to
enter the vault, acquire the target material, exit the better capture violent scenarios. When conducting
vault, exit the material access area through the an analysis against nonviolent insiders, often many
personnel portal or the shipping door, and exit the insider categories are used. These categories
protected area using the gate or throwing the reflect varying access and authority attributes which
material over the fence. For each protection layer, could potentially be exploited by the insiders. Only
there is a corresponding probability of adversary those insider categories which are adequately
success. The overall probability of adversary protected against for the nonviolent case should be
success is the product of the probabilities for each considered as potential violent insiders. Also, it
layer. Results are often reported in terms of a may be the case that certain categories could be
probability of detection, which is one minus the collapsed since the access and authority attributes
probability of adversarysuccess, differentiating them may not be relevant. In addition

to collapsing categories, it may also be necessary to
split categories to better differentiate adversaries
using violence. For instance, it may be necessaryto
consider several types of security ins,_ectors(Sls) or

Of_ite -.,_ ,-, v to add insider categoriesbased on _..-cessto guns,
Protected area toolsor explosives.

II III I

Material access area I After regrouping insidercategories,the rest of

I the steps should be repeated for each insider
category. Care shouldbe taken that assumptions

I Personnel made for the different adversariesare consistent.
, _ por_, For each insider category, the next step is to

Shippingl examine the nonviolenttheft scenario to determine
Portal I Fenceline the layers which are providing the most detection.
v -,t, ,, ,,, ,v _ These layers will serve as potential starting points

Gate for the use of violence. For each such layer, explore
how violence could be used to defeat the

Figure 2. Hypothetical facility layout, safeguards elements which are posing difficulty to
the adversary without violence. In doing this, the

The computational approach for analyzing analyst should not only consider the optimal
against violent insiders builds on the effectiveness nonviolent path through the layer, but should also
evaluation results for nonviolent insiders and can consider alternatives. We recommendan approach
be summarized in these steps: enumerating the safeguards components or

features of the protection layer which pose difficulty
1. Regroup insider categories used to evaluate for the adversary. For each component, brainstorm

the nonviolent case to better capture violent and document how violence could be used to
scenarios, overcome the difficulties, lt is important to consider

the use of overt and covert violence, and to consider
For each insider category: paths which penetrate barriers as well as those
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which involve killing personnel. Alternatives which
require varying levels of contraband should be
considered if obtaining contraband is perceived to _
be a difficulty for the adversary. -J .="._' ........ _ y,1

For example, consider the situation in which a /_

security inspector (SI) has difficulty entering the _1._ "J_d"*"_"f'l'a ' P'_)P= Y"
material access area (MAA) without using violence \1._ /_
due to a badge reader. There is a door to crash in " p2
(for emergencies), but doing so will cause an alarm _ s4,c,_,_.

and the deployment of other Sls. Following is a list 1__ / (1._)(1.1_1_ y,showing the characteristics of the MAA which pose s_l_t_,d

difficulty for the nonviolent SI and violent ,=c=_t_alternatives to consider. _ =,=_d_,J(_._X1-_XI._)_.
Figure 3. Probability tree for an SI breaking

MAAJeature VJ_lentalternatives through a shipping door.
Card eccess - Force another employH

toletIn In the fifth step, the user considersthe rest ofthe
-ct,shIn path assuming the insider used violence starting at

• RovingSl - Ki.rover the particular layer. Reviewing the nonviolent path,
-RiskJt some of the strategies used may not be plausible

after having committed violence. For instance, if a
ThickMAAwalle -Penetrate w/explosives nonviolent operator smuggles the SNM out of the

MAA by hiding it in a waste drum, this strategy
Locked.shlppln_door -Breaklock/claimfalsealarm would not work if the material was acquired byw/alarms

killingthe secondpersonina twopersonteam. For
subsequentlayers,strategiesthat are either violent
or compatiblewithhavingpreviouslyused violence
are necessary. Again, detectionprobabilitiesmust
be assigned.

The fourth step of the procedureis to estimate
detection probabilities for each of the violent The final step is to considerthe probabilityof
alternatives. As a general rule, the probabilityof detectionfor smugglingin or acquiringany needed
detection for perpetratingviolence at a particular contraband. This probability should reflect the
layershouldreflectthechances that theperpetrator ability of an insider to smuggle contraband
is detected, identified, and neutralized due to surreptitiously,and shouldalsoconsiderthe ability
his/her actions at the particular layer. These to improvise.Forexample,if a gun is onlyneededto
detectionprobabilitiesare oftendifficultto evaluate kill the two person rule, it is likely that there are
since in addition to being inherently subjective, they alternate methods which do not involve as ;arge of a
often require making assumptions about how the detection risk. The contraband detection probability
course of events may unfold. Wherever possible, should be folded in to achieve an overall detection
experts and/or literature should be consulted. In probability for the violent insider.
some cases, tests or exercises could be conducted
to help estimate safeguards' effectiveness. Again, the approach (Fig. 4) must be repeated

for the use of violence starting at other layers, and
Since estimating these probabilities is difficult, must be done for each insider category under

an event tree can be used to help break the consideration. Since the approach is manual, the
problem into smaller and more manageable pieces, user must be careful to maintain consistent,
Although this will lead to the assigning of more comprehensive, and sensible results. This
individual probabilities, the individual numbers approach can be implemented using a number of
should be easier to evaluate. For example, nonviolent insider tools.
consider the case of an SI breaking through a
shipping door (Fig. 3). The SI will try to disable the J ForoachsignHk:entlayero! I
alarm from the central alarm station, but there is a I detection wlo violence I

significant chance that the alarm will still sound. If it --

dees sound, he/she will try to claim the alarmis. ar,ir,,to_i___ __' "_
false by radioing before another SI is deployed. If, I v,)_,nt F--..I De=,,=_nI------IEx_,d,iou,I-------iCentr,b,ndlhowever, another SI arrives, the first SI will be

identified as the culprit. The first SI will then try to _ lPr°bau'"_'ll'..... [.-Ex,_._y.,/
escape before being neutralized. The probability
tree allows for assigning probabilities on specific Iv,,_t,n,,.r_,,,,,,,
events which are easier to evaluate than the more [ Jgeneral case "SI is detected breaking into the
shipping door." The tradeoff is that three detection Figure 4. Computational approach for evaluating
probabilities are required instead of one. against violent insiders.
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DEVELOPING AN AUTOMATED MODEL FOR • Relevant alarms and sensors. This
VIOLENT INSIDERS includes sensors which would detect an

adversary's presence in the area, or which
We are developing an automated tool for would detect the penetration attempt. The

evaluating safeguards effectiveness against violent assessment mechanism for these scenarios is
insiders. This tool will draw upon our experience in also relevant.
developing the nonviolent insider module of
ASSESS. For the present, we are restricting our • Nolselsmokellightlrubble generated. The
efforts to the case of these insiders who are willing amount of noise, smoke, light, or rubble
to use force against barriers, but who are unwilling determines whether the barrier penetration is
to kill or be killed. The reason for this restriction is overt or covert.
that it facilitates an incremental approach to an
eventual capability for the entire range of violent • Level of nearby observation. This can
insider actions. First, we build a database and range from nobody in the vicinity to personnel
implement algorithms to model the barrier case, &hd always in the vicinity. This is a major factor in
then we tackle the difficult time dependency issues determining the feasibility of an overt
involved with the case of violence against penetration.
personnel. The tool for evaluating against violent
insiders will build upon the nonviolent insider Obviously, these factors cannot be considered in •
module of ASSESS. Although the tool will be every combination, and assumptions must be made
compatible with ASSESS, it will be a separate as to the circumstances under which each potential .
module so as to minimize disruption to current factor is relevant. Although existing databases do
ASSESS users. Below we discuss the status of our not have the required information, some of the
development in three areas: creating a database of information is well-documented based on extensive
defeat methods and strategies, building special tests[7, 8].
compatibility logic to handle barrier penetrations,

To properly consider penetration of barriers,
and modelling the entry of contraband, logic for handling the penetration of complicated

To consider the actions of an insider using force pathways must be incorporated. For instance,
against barriers, we are developing, joint with consider the case of an adversary penetrating a
Sandia National Laboratories, a database of defeat door. Either the door surface, the lock(s) on the
methods and detection probabilities for barrier door, the hinges, or the surface beside or above the
defeats by insiders. Although there are existing door must be defeated. For a portal with both an
databases for barrier defeats by outsiders [2, 6], inner and an outer door, the four possible defeat
these databases are not applicable to a single methods multiply to form sixteen methods to
insider adversary. The existing databases assume penetrate the two doors. The situation becomes
multiple outsider adversaries, are more oriented even more complicated if an intermediate barrier
toward overt force than covert force, and use delay, must also be defeated.
rather than detection, as the measure of safeguards
performance. In the nonviolent insider module of ASSESS, an

adversary chooses an overall method to traverse a
Our approach to developing the database pathway. This overall method is called a strategy.

entails combining various factors to determine a For the case of complicated pathways involving
barrier defeat probability. These factors are: barrier penetration, it would be unwieldily to have

each logical combination appear as a separate
• Size of penetration needed. For entry into strategy. To handle these combinations, an

the facility, this would need to be a person-sized additional layer of logic must be implemented. We
penetration, but for exit, it need only be as large call this additional logic layer a segmented strategy.
as the target material. The segmented strategy would contain logic for

handling the barrier defeats at a particular segment
• Tools/expertise required. Tools can range (inner door, for example). The segments would .

from simple hand tools to specialized tools, then be combined into an overall strategy.
equipment, or explosives that are not readily
available commercially. If special expertise is Other logical rules are being defined to ensure
required, it may be a part of the job functions of reasonable and sensical paths. For example, if a
certain insider personnel, barrier is defeated on entry, it will still be defeated

upon exit. Two rules have been proposed to ensure
• Task time. This is the time for a single that the insider does not resort to unreasonably

individual to achieve the penetration, deceitful strategies after having committed an
overtly forceful act. The first is requiring the insider
to expedite exit after using violence by disallowing
any strategies which by definition take place over a
protracted time interval. For instance, if a barrier is
penetrated by day, the insider cannot come back at
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night to complete the theft. The second rule is to killed is presumed to stop when confronted by a
disallow certain deceitful strategies after the use of single security inspector, whereas an insider willing
overt violence. For instance, after using explosives to kill fellow personnel must be stopped by a force
to blow a thick wall, the insider cannot try to hide the sufficient to neutralize him/her. Thus, in modelling
SNM in a waste drum. the time required for an act of violence to percolate

through the system, we must consider the time
A vio;ent insider will likely require contraband to required to interrupt the adversary in such a way as

perpetrate the violence. For barrier defeats, this can to ensure neutralization.
range from simple hand tools to sophisticated tools,
equipment, and explosives. Some types of SUMMARY
contraband may be readily available onsite,
whereas others must be smuggled in or require We have presented a computational approach
access to special areas. From an adversary's for evaluating the effectiveness of safeguards
perspective, there is a trade-off between the against a violent insider. This approach builds
benefits of having the contraband for perpetrating upon results of a nonviolent insider analysis, and
force or violence and the risks of the contraband assumes the insider will not attempt violence unless
being detected entering the facility. An insider may it increases his/her chances of completing the theft.
not always carry the required contraband, but may We also discussed our efforts in creating an
smuggle it in using a shipment, for example, automated vulnerability assessment tool for violent

• Another possibility is to stash the contraband at an insiders. This automated tool will be compatible
outer area for later use. Figure 5 reflects the with ASSESS. Our focus is currently on those

, adversary's decision process. On entry, the insiders who are willing to use force against
adversary considers two possibilities-smuggling barriers, but are unwilling to kill or be killed. We
the contraband or proceeding without contraband, discussed our efforts in building a database for
If the adversary proceeds without contraband, barrier defeats (joint with Sandia National
he/she cannot use the violence later. If the Laboratory), incorporating compatibility logic
contraband is smuggled in, it can be stashed at an necessary for considering violence, and modelling
intermediate layer for later use. If the contraband, is the entry of contraband. As we expand the tool to
stashed, it cannot be used at an inner layer. From model the full range of violent insider actions, we
this diagram, we have derived dynamic must add additional layers of compatibility checksto
programming equations which mimic the handle the time required for the act of violence to
adversary's decision process. "percolate" through the safeguards system and for

the facility to respond in such a way as to inter_pt
o,.,,, PA ,_ T,,_, M,_ PA O,o,,, the adversary with sufficient force to ensure

w,u, I_ j'_ ,._ neutralization.
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